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Abstract. This paper describes sorne manifestations of non-uniqueness of the crack growth kinetics
(CGK) curve in environmentally assisted cracking (EAC): crack growth rate (CGR) as a function of stress
intensity factor (SIF). Considering the CGK curve as the basic item in the fracture mechanics approach to
EAC, one would expect that this concept had an intrinsic character, dependent only on the specific
material and environment, but not on other variables. However, attention should be paid to the influence
of other factors of mechanical nature: fatigue pre-cracking, overloads, crack tip acuity, initial
loading/straining, displacement rate, way of approaching the threshold level or test interruption. Sorne
possible source factors of non-uniqueness are commented.

Resumen. Este artículo describe algunas manifestaciones de no unicidad en la curva de cinética de
crecimiento de fisuras por corrosión bajo tensión: velocidad de crecimiento de fisuras en función del factor
de intensidad de tensiones. Considerando dicha curva como el elemento básico de la mecánica de fractura en
ambientes agresivos, cabria esperar que este cortcepto tuviese carácter intrínseco, dependiente sólo del
material y ambiente específicos, y no de otras variables mecánicas. Sin embargo, debe prestarse atención a
la influencia de otros factores de naturaleza mecánica: pre-fisuración por fatiga, sobrecargas, forma del
extremo de la fisura, carga/deformación inicial, velocidad de deformación, modo de aproximación al umbral
o interrupción.del ensayo. Se comentan también algunos factores que potencialmente pueden sér causa de
la no unicidad.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main objectives of fracture research is to
develop the predictive ability regarding time evolution
of damage in a component under mutual influence of
loading and particular environmental conditions. As the
minimal desired predictive capability, it must be
ensured the transferability of laboratory specimen
testing data for assessment of crack growths and
failures that could occur in structures in service. The
efforts to achieve this goal are based on the concept of
similitude (cf. [1]). This relies on discovering sorne
representative variables which are capable of matching
a diversity of evolutions of cracking process by
establishing between them sorne key configurationindependent inter-relations, which acquire the meaning
of constitutive-type equations for material-environment
system, and thus must possess uniqueness. In addition,
practically
these variables must be susceptible of
evaluated (effectively controlled), i.e. eith~r directly
measured or calculated in reliable manner.

Phenomenological fracture mechanics -within the
framework of its grounding general idea of the
autonomy of the crack tip region in loaded solidprovides a set of parameters and tlieir functional
relations which are able to characterise and quantify the
behaviour of macroscopic cracks in materials, and not
just represent particular manifestations of the process
in single solids, e.g., laboratory test specimens or
specific structwal members.
Fracture mechanics approach to characterisation arid
implementation of environmentally assisted cracking
(EAC) into structural reliability assessment codes is
based in the general idea that the crack growth rate
(CGR) depends solely on the stress intensity factor
(SIF) level [2], and the particular idea that a SIF value
does exist (threshold level) below which no
propagation occurs, or at least a pseudo-threshold level
below which CGR is negligible from the engineering
point of view, thus permitting. an estimation of the
safety margin of the particular engineering structure
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against corrosion phenomena in general, or hydrogen
embrittlement in particular.
The
element of this approach is the crack growth
kinetics (CGK) curve: crack growth rate (CGR or v)
versus stress intensity
(SIF or K) This CGK
curve is considered to be the law of crack growth
reflecting the behaviour of cracks dependent solely on
the specific couple material -environment. Therefore, it
is not supposed to depend on other variables of
mechanical nature such as pre-loading
on the
or crack tip
of CGK curve has three
on the
basis of few characteristic values and three distinctive
behavioural
The curve starts from the
of
(apparently) zero crack growth rate with characteristic
limit value of SIF for crack non-propagation (stress
intc:nsity factor threshold Kth) followed
the u~'"'"',
SIF dependent
I of CGK curve with
mc:realSm:~:t CGR.
n has a moderate variation of
with nearly SIF independent value of
CGR vrr. The last region
of CGK curve is
SIF
and it ends when the limit
value crack growth resistance -fracture rougmles~>of material
is reached. This corresponds to the onset
of
(unstable) crack propagation, and it
nrr"'"''~rt., with no need of environmental assistance.
'h,,,.,.f',.,,.., the fracture toughness value
is apparently
a material constant unaffected by the environment. For
hydrogen assisted cracking (HAC) processes this has
experinlental confumation [3].
Both the threshold SIF (Kth) and the CGK curve* are
considered to be the prinlary material's quantities
representing the behaviour of cracks in a specific
material-enviromnent system. The former determines
the limit condition (maximum SIF, i.e., maximum
load for a given crack geometry) for the crack nonpropagation, whereas the latter allows an evaluation of
the durations of subcritical crack extension in solids,
i.e., structure lives [3,4].
The afore mentioned concepts of fracture mechanics in
aggressive environments are supposed to have the
intrinsic character dependent solely on the specific
material and the environment, thus having universal
significance for. the whole variety of solid-crack
configurations and loadings modes. They are
commonly adopted as the most valuable and
representative characteristics for materials evaluation
and for safe load and structure life assessments under
certain set of enviromnental conditions (environmental
chemistry, temperature, etc.) [2].

* It is clear tllat the idea of CGK curve embraces the
notion of threshold SIF as far as the latter corresponds
to zero crack growth rate. Nevertheless, this value used
to be considered separately for the reasons of
im·nn•·t"'"'" and convenience and because it has often
mrl•u.rln<>l theoretical and
treatment.
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This approach to handle EAC is considered to be weH
founded and effective. The essential precaution was set
up only to ensure simultaneously tlle mechanical and
of tlle crack
with tlle use of local variables
characterisation
being
responsible for the situation near tlle
crack tip. In other words, apart from taking care of the
proper use of any of the fracture mechanics parameten;,
SIF in particular, to defme the mechanical driving force
the self-similar
for crack extension or,
stress-strain state around
fracture process zone
at the crack tip, one should also use ap¡pro•pri.ate
parameters which in the same manner
govern
action
in tlle nn>cess
zone, its
in the case of
Provided tllese two
are satisfied, the CGK
sur1oosed to acquire' an intrinsic character: a
Dr•~-··v~•lliL~t~ovcurveofalllaterialfors~~tl1ed

environmental conditions
threshold SIF becomes the "'"'"C""'
material-enviromnent

way for reasonable
extension under different
circumstances. This is very
matter as far as
tlle extent that CGK curve is indeed unique, the fracture
mechanics approach to EAC analysis is valid. When
uniqueness exists,
crack growth is
controlled solely by SIF and local environmental
variables, then any discrepancy between predicted and
observed behaviour should be related to rouglmess in
analysis or experinlental scatter, but not due to tlle
concept. Otllerwise essential weakness of the concept
itself makes the predictions less reliable and calls for
more constraints to be imposed on the testing to obtain
characteristic values of the crack growth parameters
under aggressive enviromnent (cf. [1]).
The vast body of experimental data supports the
concept of uniqueness of the CGK curve
e.g.,
comprehensive reviews in [5] for HAC). However, this
clear and rather widely used approach have been shown
to be not generally valid. Several experinlental fmdings
(explained in next sections of this paper) brought
doubts concerning tlle intrínsic character of the
mentioned basic quantities, thus showing a limitation
of current fracture mechanics treatment of EAC.
Although for the moment the common approach to
EAC (and HAC in particular) within the ordinary
framework of standard linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) seems to be the best solution of the problem
of quantification of this phenomenon, in a lot of
observations .the non-uniqueness of tlle CGK curves
have been well documented for situations where SIFcontrolled small-scale-yielding
conditions at the
crack
were maintained. Hereafter the
of
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2.

THRESHOLD

SIF

As rnentioned
the threshold SIF value
is
considered as the constant of the rnaterialenvironrnent systern províded sorne precautions are
maintained regardíng procedure of creation of the initial
crack during fatigue pre-cracking procedure. Here is
followed
the analogy with evaluation of
standard fracture toughness characteristic of materials
according to which precracking should be
accornplished with rnaximurn SIF value in fatigue
(Kmax) not exceeding the rnagnitude of 0.6Kc.
to obtain valid Kth values it was
su¡:>posoo to be sufficient to perform the final stage of
pn~-CJracDntg with lower cyclic SIF
than
exJJeCtOO value of
However, in ulterior paragraphs
it i.s shown a rather cornplicated dependence of
experimental threshold .SIF values on the fatigue precracking regirne.
the extent to which the
threshold SIF is a
of
the material and the
environmental mtJ!ueJilce
The observed effects may be summarised as follows:
a great
deal of attention to ensure that the test results are not
influenced
residual plastic
in the
of
the crack
for
with low resistance
to stress corrosion
Threshold values are
SIF (rn:axiJmu:m
when the
value at the final
EAC test
There is a clear effect of
stress
For the same
range LiK on the threshold level
lower values of
were found for
value of
....., 5 ......,.....,., of the SIF range LiK at
EAC tests were ""''..F........... ,.r~
ctP"-""'"p load
and SJX:cn:nen
'"""''"u. 5 at constant
rnonitoring the
value of SIF when CJrack still remains
-p1.1op~tgaltmg
rneanilllg and evaluation of thresholds in EAC
"'"""'""< works
dealing with the
SIF
bv<:l:ro~ren

assisted
influence of the fatigue pn!-c:raclaiJ!g
rneasured threshold. For
""'".."'"J' factor for HAC is
v •.J•vn.t:. the threshold is

lJll"-·""''w"
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The other rnanifestation of non-uniqueness of the
value for given environment-rnaterial systern is the
effect of overloads [10,11] happened before or during
the environmentally assisted cracking test. The higher
the value of SIF produced by an overload, the more
increase in the subsequently determined stress intensity
threshold. This is consistent with the afore rnentioned
Kmax-effect.

A6) The influence of crack tip radíus on the threshold
SIF for EAC was analyzed in [12,13], where strong
variations in the threshold SIF were found for different
values of the CJrack tip radius, which denotes the role of
crack
acuity in the initiation and developrnent of the
EAC process.
The influence of initial loading or strammg
conditions (initial KICTOD) on Kth is not dear, since
threshold value fit into the same scattering band for
different values of initial SIF [14]. However, such a
band is unacceptably _wide, which seerns to denote
sorne kind of mechanical action -not
environrnental- on the threshold value. This effect
could be related with the crack tip
residual
stresses or CJrack tip plasticity.
It was experienced [15] the dependence of
values on the way of its approaching in tests. Namely,
the tests
with step-wise load rising
initiation
where the EAC was approached
frorn the lower values of sustained applied
provided lower
values than experiments performed
using crack arrest technique.during which threshold is
achieved in the course of EAC process in specilmens
with
values, i.e. it is approached frorn
the
SIF magnitudes.
The effect of crack
rate on crack propagation in ductile
aqueous environment
was analyzed in [16]. It
follows that the commonly quoted values of stress
threshold for the onset of environrnental
enhancernent of cracking, apply
to static load
cmlldiltioiJIS, and if fuere is a superimposed dynamic load
then
will
the faster the
rate
the lower the threshold value.
Threshold SIF is
influenced
the
displacement rate
can be
exi>res:seo in
form of CTOD
As a general
trend, the faster the displacement rate the higher the
threshold value
which is consistent with an
ex]planation based on pure kinetics of environrnental
attack at the crack
and contradicts
A
rate seerns to
exist at which there is transition frorn very
to
rather
threshold values.
kinematic
rate is
a
test The relevant variable
variable in any
is the local strain rate at the CJrack
since this is the
exact location where the EAC- process hat~PClllS
vi<<UU.UU:;

dis>D~ice:ment
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3. NON-UNIQUENESS

OF

CGK CURVE

v=v(K)

Alike regarding tbreshold SIF value for EAC, there are
several experimental observations which demonstrate
clearly the failure of the uniqueness of the CGK curve
as the representative of the cracking behaviour in the
given material-environment system. This absence of
uníqueness of CGK curve have been demonstrated for
different materials in various environments in the
whole range of SIF variation, from tbreshold value to
critical SIF (or fracture toughness). They may be .
summarised as follows.
B 1) A ~covered factor able to produce non-uniqueness
of CGK curves is the effect of pre-cracking procedure
[8,9]. Increasing of the maximum SIF Kmax at the
final stage of fatigue pre-cracking procedure causes
decelerating effect on crack propagation, thus affecting
the whole CGK curve and modifying the microscopic
crack growth topographies. This conclusion is valid for
both HAC and LAD.
B2) Experimental CGK curves display dependence on
preliminary loading in air [18]. Holding of the
specimen at sorne initial applied value of SIF Ko
without action of environment was found to cause
systematical shifting of the CGK curve in the direction
of diminishing of CGR with rising duration of this
pre-holding under load.
B3) The effect of initial crack tip acuity (crack tip
radius and blunting effect) on the crack growth rate
under sustained load in environmentally assisted
cracking is analyzed in reference [19], showing a non
negligible effect on the whole CGK curve, produced by
mechanical and geometrical factors.
B4) CGK curves for the same material-environment
combination may display systematic variations
depending on the initial value of SIF Ko>Kth at the
onset of particular EAC test run [18,20]. In typical
behaviours of this phenomenon, in contrast to the idea
of uniqueness of CGK curve, the shape of the v-K
curve transforms significantly. It shifts to higher crack
velocities at the same SIF values if EAC tests started
with greater values of initial applied SIF.
B5) Similarly to the tbreshold analysis, the influence
of initialloadinglstraining conditions (initial K/CTOD)
on the CGR (v) is not clear, since v values fit into the
same scattering band for different values of initial SIF,
although a slight effect can be detected, so as CGR
values are a little bit higher for the lower values of
initial SIF [14].
B6) With regard to the influence of crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) rate on the whole CGK curve,
previous work in ductile alloy-aqueous environment
systems [16] showed that an increase of loading rate
produces an elevation of the CGK curve in general, and
therefore a raise of the plateau-value the CGR, i.e., that
corresponding to regían II.
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B7) Another related effect can also be described [14].
CGR is extremely influenced by the extemally-applied
displacement rate (which can be expressed in the form
of CTOD rate). As a general trend, the faster the
displacement rate the higher the plateau-value of the
CGR, this conclusion being valid for both ultra-slow
and fast tests, althorigh for medium-speed tests the
trend could be the opposite.
B8) Another clear manifestation of nonuniqueness of
CGK curves is given by interruption of EAC tests
with recess periods of both mechanical loading and
environmental influence [18]. EAC tests started with
sorne value of initial applied SIF Ko were interrupted at
sorne point S with SIF Ks, and then were renewed
with the same value of initial SIF Ko. This fact
produced significant diminishing of the CGR in the
whole range of SIF variation, i.e. even after exceeding
the value Ks of termination of preliminary cracking
stage and out of the region of infi:uence of primary
plastic zone.
This appears to be even more striking if we take into
account that these behaviours are not limited only to
the crack propagation within specific (extraordinary)
plastic zone produced by overloads or other peculiarities
of the immediate pre-history of plastic zone formation
during particular runs of EAC, but has a defmitive
influence on the whole subsequent crack propagation.
4. SUPPOSED SO URCE F ACTORS
CGK CURVE NON-UNIQUENESS

OF

The previous observations may be summarised as
follows. CGK curves v=v(K) as a whole and threshold
SIF values K th in particular are able to vary
significantly due to different cracking pre-histories
(e.g., pre-EAC fatigue cracking regimes) and because of
different paths of the proceeding of EAC itself
Spectacular manifestations are several times increase of
the apparent threshold SIF for HAC due ti) fatigue
precracking with high values of the top SIF Kmax of
zero-tension cycles and overload retardation effects on
HAC proceeding. Different crack growth rates may be
experienced under the same K value depending on tbe
tendency of SIF variation with crack extension, i.e.,
the sign of the gradient dK/dl during particular course
of EAC in general (or HAC in particular). As a matter
of fact, this indicates that common fracture mechanics
approach is not fully capable of treating crack growth
processes that can occur in service. Because of these
findings the extent to which the tbreshold SIF and
CGK curve are material properties becomes currently
an open issue.which requires further research. Next
paragraphs try to offer a preliminary search of supposed
source factors of CGK curve non-uniqueness.
4.1. Mecbanical factors

l. The basic assumption of fracture mechanics is
violated for growing cracks: self-similar singlep;u-ameter controlled stress-strain fields exist only when
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inelastic
is contained within an annular zone
surrom:Í.ding the crack tip. In fact, a growing crack
leaves a wake of residual plasticity behind it, the
previous c;ondition cannot be satisfied.
2. For SSY conditions and under the same SIF, stressstrain state for stationary and growing cracks can differ
from each other. For growing crack in comparison with
stationary crack, stress concentration rises and strain
concentration diminishes.
3. Fatigue pre-cracking conditions (previous history of
loading) clearly affect the ulterior EAC behaviour, due
to sucb a factors as plastic zone size, compressive
residual stresses and crack tip acuity (initial CTOD).
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conditions. The contribution to a better understanding
of the meaning of conventional approaches, together
with the sources of their breakdown, clarifying the
hmits of validity and discovering the ways of
improvement of testing and evaluation should be
welcome, both from the scientific point of view and for
practical and economical reasons.
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4.2. Environmental factors
l. Electrocbemical conditions at the crack tip are
characterised with specific values of local pH and
potential at the crack tip. Hydrogen assisted cracking
and localized anodic dissolution can act simultaneously,
which may alter crack tip bluntness and affect the
stress-strain field, thus affecting the overall EAC
process.

2. Sorne important variables of environmental nature
are hydrogen-related factors, since hydrogen can be
present at very different electrochemical conditions at
the crack ti p. Hydrogen diffusion coefficient and ·
hydrogen solubility can change with dislocation
density, and thus it is dependent on the accumulated
plastic strain in the vicinity of the crack tip.
3. The effect of pre-cracking procedure (Kmax, ... ) may
be significant on crack width (crack dosure factor), and
therefore on crack tip chemistry and thus on local
electro-chemical conditions. Environmental !.A)nditions
in the channel of the crack are described by chafge-mass
transport equations containing the crack width as one of
the goveming paratneters to control local pH and
potential at the crack tip.
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